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8. FACILITATION MEASURES FOR CROSS BORDER TRANSPORT ON THE
TAR IN THE INDOCHINA SUBREGION

This section reviews the arrclngements currently in place and required in future in
order to minimize delays and to facilitate a smooth flow of intemational rail traffic across
national borders in the greater Indochina subregion. As was observed in Volume 2, an
absence of adequate and harmonized administrative arrangements governing the passage
of traffic across borders has on occasions frustrated the efforts of some railway
organizations of the region to develop international container traffic despite their often heavy
investments in handling equipment and servicing facilities at borders. The two main types
of delay which can interfere with the smooth flow of border crossing railway traffic are:

..

Delays due to customs and security control procedures; and
Delays due 1:0 railway operational procedures (such as train
inspection, brake testing, checking of wagons and their equipment,
recording of wagon and consignment details, etc)

The delay to trains at border~i can often be much greater than en-route operational
delays, and unless the relevant arrangements between neighbouring countries and railway
systems can contribute to the minimization, rather than to the prolongation, of these delays,
there is little hope that railways can offer the transit time performance which freight, and
especially container, customers require before directing their business to rail.

The current absence of any border crossing railway traffic in the Greater Mekong
Area makes consideration of bordE~r crossing administrative arrangements at this time
somewhat academic; yet it is vital that these matters be addressed concurrently with other
issues affecting the development of the Trans-Asia Railway in the subregion, so that when
the necessary physical linkages are in place, the institutional linkages will ensure that the
former are used efficiently. To some extent, the adoption by countries participating in the
TAR project of international transit c:onventions could increase the chances of acceptable
bilateral arrangements being worked out for the exchange of trains with their neighbours,
and this is an issue addressed in this section.

8.1 Current Status of Administrative Arrangements for Cross Border Rail Traffic

There is currently only one border in the Indochina subregion across which it is
physically possible for railway traffic to pass, and this is the border between China and Viet
Nam. However, rail traffic has not in fact moved across this border since 1979.

In recent years, there has been a marked improvement in the relationship between
China and Viet Nam, and border crossing trade between the two countries has resumed,
albeit on an informal basis.

Transit agreements for border crossing by road and rail were signed by the
Governments of China and Viet Nam in November 1994, but the protocols attached to these
agreements have yet to be approved by both countries. The agreements signed in 1994
allow vehicles of each country to operate into the bordering provinces of the other country,but, 

in the absence of protocols, the exact limits of operation have not been specified. In
the case of road traffic which is currently crossing the border on an informal basis, goods
are being transhipped at the border from the vehicles of one country to the vehicles of theother, 

simply because, without a protocol, there is doubt about the permitted range of
operation into foreign territory.
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Clearly. protocols are also essential in the case of rail transport. but in themselves
are not sufficient to ensure the smooth passage of railway vehicles and loading across
borders. What is needed in addition is a workable joint operating agreement between the
two neighbouring railway systems. Further mention will be made of such agreements in
Sub-section (iii), below. It is not known when the matter of protocols between China and
Viet Nam will be resolved, but there appears to be an increasing desire on the part of the
relevant high level officials of both countries to secure agreement on the matter.

Of the other countries of the subregion, those perhaps nearest to closing the physical
gaps between them are Thailand and the Lao People's Democratic Republic, on the one
hand and Thailand and Cambodia, on the other.

A 30 km rail link from Nong Khai in Thailand to Vientiane in the Lao People's
Democratic Republic has been the subject of a recent feasibility study and is believed to be
awaiting a decision by the Government of the Lao People's Democratrc Republic to
proceed. Thailand and the Lao People's Democratic Republic have recently enjoyed good
relations and there is. at present a thriving trade between them. Thailand also for many
years has handled transit trade for the Lao People's Democratic Republic through a
specially bonded warehousing facility in the Port of Bangkok. Since the opening in April
1994 of the Mittapharb (Friendship) Bridge across Mekong River between Nong Khai
(Thailand) and Tarnaleng (Lao People's Democratic Republic), road traffic between the two
countries has grown substantially to a level of about 420 vehicles per day, of which 170 (or
40 %) are trucks, and there is close cooperation between the customs authorities of both
countries, with the objective of minimizing the delay to this traffic due to customs formalities.
The officials of the Lao People's Democratic Republic customs service who were consulted
during the mission of the ESCAP study team appeared to be amenable to considering with
their Thai counterparts the possibility of establishing joint customs facilities to handle the
inspection of containers and freight transported by rail, once the proposed rail link has been
constructed.

In the case of Thai-Cambodian trade, trains of either country used to work through
the border prior to 1975, when a 48 km section of track between Sisophon (the present
terminus of rail services from Phnom Penh) and Poipet was removed. Poi pet (in Cambodia)
was used as the joint border station for railway and customs purposes, although on
occasions Cambodian trains would work through to Aranyaprathet (in Thailand). The
representative of the Cambodian customs service consulted during the mission of the
ESCAP study team was of the view that customs control would not be a major source of
delay following restoration of this line, provided that a majority of the freight crossing the
border could be containerized and subjected to detailed inspection at Inland Container
Depot (ICD) facilities. In this situation, border inspections would be confined to a brief
inspection of container seals and documentation.

8.2 The Importance of Railway Joint Working Agreements

The cooperation between the Malayan Railway (KTM) and the Thai State Railway
(SRT) in the exchange of international passenger and freight traffic is frequently hailed as
a good example of what can be achieved when the railway systems of neighbouring
countries agree to establish joint facilities at the border for the reception, marshalling,
inspection and light repair of trains from both systems. Such is the arrangement currently
applying on one border crossing line at Padang Besar Station (on Malaysian territory) and
on another border crossing line at Sungei Golok Station (on Thai territory). Operation of
these stations is governed by a Joint Working Agreement between the two railway
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organizations, 

which has been in force since 1954. A full description of this agreement is
contained in Volume 2.

In addition, the joint working agreement sets out rules for the exchange of
rollingstock, locomotives and other railway equipment, for tariff setting in relation to cross
border traffic, for financial settlements related to the distribution of revenue and the sharing
of costs, and for liability in the case of accidents or misadventure to passengers, goods, and
railway equipment and other property. The essential feature of the agreement which
distinguishes it from working agreements between railway organizations in other parts of the
region is that it is centred around the joint operation of a single border station, thereby
avoiding the duplication of facilitie~) and resources, as well as the transit delay, inherent in
the more conventional system of having a station each side of the border, each under the
separate administrative control.

The Malaysia/Thailand Railway Joint Working Agreement can therefore be
commended as a model for adoption by other railway organizations of the sub-region, as
they move closer to the realization of a continuous Trans-Asia Railway network on which
international rail services (and in particular container transport services) can be provided.

Another type of approach to international railway cooperation is available in the form
of OSShD, or the Organization for Railways Cooperation, which originally comprised the
railway organizations of the forrner Soviet Union, the Eastern bloc countries, China
Mongolia, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and Viet Nam. Recently, the
membership of this organization has been expanded and it is understood that it now
encompasses about 21 member r,3ilways. OSShD formulates and monitors the application
of operating rules (known as S(JMS rules) for international railway traffic amongst its
member countries. These rules specify conditions, standards and targets for the handling
of border crossing railway traffic. Additionally I an international transit container tariff (known
as the "ETT" tariff) has been developed under the auspices of the OSShD organization, and
is generally applied throughout the territory of its member railway systems. It is important
to note, however, that OSShD agreements need to be complemented by appropriate bi-
lateral agreements between neighbouring railway organizations. They are not in themselves
adequate as a mechanism for achieving the smooth flow of railway traffic across borders,
and there 'have been instances where OSShD members have not observed the established
operating rules or tariff structures in exchanging international transit traffic with neighbouring
railway organizations. This has created considerable difficulty when close cooperation
between two or more railway organizations has been necessary in order to provide transit
times and tariffs which are competitive with those of alternative transport modes, especially

shipping.

International Transit Conventions8.3

At its for1y-eighth session, the ESCAP Commission adopted resolution 48/11 of 23
April 1992 on road and rail transpor1 facilitation measures. In that resolution, the
Commission recommended that the countries of the region, if they had not already done so,
consider the possibility of acceding to seven international conventions in the field of
transpor1 facilitation.
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Of these seven convention~i, two -the Customs Convention on Containers (1972)
and the International Convention on the Harmonization of Frontier Control of Goods (1982) -
are of direct relevance to railway transport. However, of the countries participating in the

Trans-Asia Railway project in this sub-region, only China to date has acceded to at least
one of these coventions (the Customs Convention of Containers, 1972).

The advantages of accession to these conventions arise mainly from the fact that
they would establish standards for t)order customs control which might form a suitable basis
for future bi-lateral agreements between neighbouring countries. In the longer term, the
uniformity of customs control procedures provided through the observance of these
conventions would also be beneficial to the smooth and rapid flow of border crossing railway
traffic, since the railway organizations concerned would not have to adapt and adjust their
administrative systems to accomodate more than one set of procedures.

Active consideration of the benefits of accession to these conventions by the
countries participating in this project is therefore strongly recommended.
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